Franz Inc. is the world's leading vendor of dynamic object-oriented development tools featuring Allegro Common Lisp. Since 2004, Franz has been heavily engaged in the Semantic Web through RacerPro and AllegroGraph. Racer is a very familiar tool for Protege users. AllegroGraph is a new product that we will demo at the International Protégé Conference this year. AllegroGraph is a highly scalable, persistent triple store for Semantic Web applications that need to work with billions of triples. The triple store loads, stores and queries uniquely fast. Load time surpasses 10,000 triples per second all the way to a billion triples. Retrieval times for (sequences of) triples on disk are measured in single digit microseconds. What might be very interesting to Protege users is that we are working on deep integration with RacerPro.
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